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Self-assurance In our life, there are two words between you and your 

success. Than if you reached to this words, I am sure you are successful 

person and you can make the success one after another in anywhere. In 

addition I am sure you will accept knowledge and experience more than 

others. In this essay I am going to define these two words which called self-

assurance, which basis of the successful person. Everybody have abilities 

and decisions also have potentials, but all of this needs confidence to be 

prominent. 

In my assay I  will  discuss about concept of self-assurance, I will  compare

between it and vanity, and the positive effects of it… For that reason we

need to compare between them, with example from reality. First one _ self-

assurance _ comes from several factors which are: repeat successes, has the

ability to override the difficulties and embarrassing situations and wisdom in

dealing.  In  addition  self-assurance programmed the person to  accept  the

result whatever. For that, I am like most people’s which think it is something

positive. On another hand, the vanity means feeling of greatness and dust

perfection. 

So,  the  different  between  them  is  the  self-assurance  is  estimate  of

possibilities available. But, the second is loss or abuse of this estimate. For

example:  the  vanity  person  doesn't  listen  to  others  except  him  and  he

always  talking  about  himself.  He  cannot  believe  that  he  may  makes

mistakes. He believes that he can be in the right place rather than others.

But, the achievements are talking about the confident person. Therefore, the

one of the greatest common mistakes is to say that vanity is the same self-

confidence or even confuse them. That is because vanity is demolition agent
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rights while confidence flying the rights. he very unfortunate to say that, the

self-assurance can be grow to the point that see to its owner – in him self- he

has ability on everything . Then, here turning to vanity. So, we can say there

is  one hair  between self-assurance and vanity.  So,  the more human self-

confidence whenever intensified that hair and approached the drop! In my

opinion we can say the self-assurance is something such asmotivationon the

person  to  highlights  of  his  abilities,  decisions  and  potentials.  Also,  self-

assurance almost means the esteem of self, and faith of this, can be reached

this self to the success. 

Because of the personrespecthimself so, the others will respect him. Less an

example of that, When I was in elementary school. I read in one publication

in my school which was published weekly contest held for the speech. I was

very eager to participate in the contest so I read many articles in order to

gain a range of skills to enable me to participate in the competition and won

in it . Therefore, I went to theteacherResponsible for the competition to ask

him to add my name to the list of participants in the competition but he

refuse to add my name. He said that my age didn’t allowed me to join the

competition. 

But  I  was  confident  of  my  ability  to  participate  in  the  contest.  Finally,

because of my insistence, my teacher agreed to join with the participants in

the competition. And already I participated in the competition and managed

to win in it within creative students. Finally , self-confidence is gaining and

evolve not generate self-confidence with when it appears to the human life,

those people who know you they are confidence and the can control of the
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concern, and have no difficulties in dealing and coping at any time or in any

place are people who have gained self-confidence. 
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